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Signing Into the Practical

Every week, you are expected to sign into your practical class.
In order to do this, please enter the following at a command line prompt:

SignIn

Please note that this command is case sensitive.
You will be informed if you have correctly signed into the practical.
Any student that does not do this shall be assumed to be absent from

the practical. Any student absent for two consecutive weeks will be emailed
to remind them to attend. Any student absent for three consecutive weeks,
shall be emailed to attend and the message shall be copied to your path-
way leader. You have been warned!

Each week, this command also creates a directory containing various
Java code needed for answering the practical questions.

This week, after signing in, you will find a directory called cis3344.
Within this directory is a Bluej package called week9 containing various
abstract Java classes.

This package can be opened in Bluej via the Project menu.

Practical Questions

All Java objects inherit the method int hashCode() from their parent class
Object. Use this method in the following questions.

As in previous weeks, questions marked (*) are to be done in your own
time and questions marked (**) are for exam revision.

1. Implement the abstract class Question1. Your implementation should
use the techniques of open addressing.

• your implementation should contain a constructor function that
takes in an integer argument and dimensions the property Data[] table
to be an array of the specified size.

• the method void insert(String key, Object data) should store the
given data in the array at the position given by the key’s hash
code (taken modulo the table’s size)1.

1Do not worry about address collisions!
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2. (*) Modify the code in the previous question so that address collisions
are resolved using linear probing.

3. (*) Modify the code in the previous question so that address collisions
are resolved using quadratic probing.

4. (*) Implement the abstract class Question4. Your implementation
should use the techniques of chaining.

• your implementation should contain a constructor function that
takes in an integer argument and dimensions the property LinkedList[] table
to be an array of the specified size.

• void insert(String key, Object data) should store the given data in
the array at the position given by the key’s hash code (taken
modulo the table’s size).

• Object search(String key) throws NotFound should search your hash
table looking for an entry with the given key. Should such an en-
try not be found, then the exception NotFound should be thrown.

• void delete(String key) should delete the entry within the hash
table with the given key.

5. (**) Read the chapter on hash tables in the course recommended text:

Data Structures and Algorithms in Java
by M.T.Goodrich and R.Tamassia. Wiley 1997

In particular, ensure you understand how to search for and delete
items from a hash table.
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